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Office One, 1 Coldbath Square, Farringdon, London, EC1R 5HL Telephone: 020 4537 3014 
Website: www.absolutefinance.net Email: info@absolutefinance.net  

Ramesh Thakrar (mobile): 07961 317 113 Personal Email: ramesh@absolutefinance.net 
 

 

 
 

About our Services, Costs and Privacy Policy 
 
 
1. The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) 
 
The FCA is the independent watchdog that regulates financial services. This document is 
designed by the FCA to be given to consumers considering buying certain financial 
products. You need to read this important document.  It explains the service you are being 
offered and how you will pay for it. 
 
We will classify you as a retail/consumer client under the FCA rules as this accords 
you the highest level of protection and entitlement to information about our 
recommendations. 
 
 
2. Whose products do we offer?  
 

Investment 

 We are Independent – please see section 3 for full details. 

 
We only offer advice on a restricted group of products and / or services 
(and from a limited number of companies). 

 We only offer products from a single company.  

Insurance 

 

We act as an intermediary on behalf of clients and offer products from a 
fair analysis of insurers for Term Assurance, Mortgage Protection 
Assurance, Critical Illness Insurance, Private Medical Insurance, 
Permanent Health Insurance, Buildings and/or Contents Insurance, 
Accident, Sickness and Unemployment Insurance.  

 We only offer products from a limited number of insurers. 

 We only offer products from a single insurer. 

mailto:info@absolutefinance.
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Mortgages 

 
We offer mortgages from the whole market including second charge 
loans, but not deals only available direct through a lender. 

 
We offer mortgages from a restricted market of first charge loans only 
and not deals only available direct through a lender 

 We only offer mortgages from a limited number of lenders. 

 We only offer mortgages from a single lender. 

 
3. Which service will we provide you with?  
 

Investment 

 

Independent advice – We will advise and make a recommendation for 
you after we have assessed your needs. Our recommendation will be 
based on a comprehensive and fair analysis of the market. 

 

Restricted advice – We will advise and a make a recommendation for 
you after we have assessed your needs, but we only offer advice on 
limited types of products, or products from one company or a limited 
number of companies. 

 

No advice – You will not receive advice or a recommendation from us. 
We may ask some questions to narrow down the selection of products 
that we will provide details on. You will then need to make your own 
choice about how to proceed. 

Insurance 

 

We will advise and make a recommendation for you after we have 
assessed your needs for Term Assurance, Mortgage Protection 
Assurance, Critical Illness Insurance, Private Medical Insurance, 
Permanent Health Insurance, Buildings and/or Contents Insurance, 
Accident, Sickness and Unemployment Insurance. 

 

You will not receive advice or a recommendation from us. We may ask 
some questions to narrow down the selection of products that we will 
provide details on. You will then need to make your own choice about 
how to proceed. 

Mortgages 

 
We will advise and make a recommendation for you on mortgages after 
we have assessed your needs. 

 

You will not receive advice or a recommendation from us. We may ask 
some questions to narrow down the selection of mortgages that we will 
provide details on. You will then need to make your own choice about 
how to proceed. 
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4. What will you have to pay us for our services? 
 
Investment 
 
Our Investment Services and Costs  
 
We provide you with an initial consultation at our cost. This helps us to understand your 
financial objectives and will confirm how we can support you in working towards these. We 
will also discuss the cost, and levels, of our services both initially and throughout our 
relationship with you.  
 
We charge our services by way of a fee. These fees are based on a percentage of the 
amount you invest or an hourly rate.  
 
If you pay for our services directly, we accept payment by cheque or bank transfer (but we 
do not accept cash as payment) and we will issue a receipt to you. 
 
 
Services offered 
 
First it is important to understand the 3 stages of service which we offer: 
 
1) Advice - Financial Review and Recommendation 
 
This can be a continuation from the initial discussion, where agreed, or a further 
appointment. This process covers the: 
 

 gathering of information about your existing financial arrangements and full personal 
circumstances; 

 understanding of your investment knowledge and attitude and tolerance towards 
investment risk; 

 recommendation of an asset allocation model that matches your risk profile and the 
subsequent assessment and suitability of any existing holdings; 

 preparation of our recommendations to you; 
 arranging a second appointment to explain and discuss our recommendations in 

detail. 
 
2) Transaction - Policy Arrangement & Implementation 
 
Should you instruct us, preferably in writing, to proceed with any of our recommendations we 
will act for you in the following ways: 
 

 handle all fund and policy administration on your behalf; 
 ensure all your documents are issued in line with your expectations; 
 provide confirmation of all actions taken on your behalf in writing. 
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3) Review - Ongoing Reviews and Changes to Existing Investments 
 
We will discuss the full range of our on-going services during our initial consultation. These 
services include, but are not limited to, providing you with: 

 structured reviews to give you peace of mind; 
 assessment of your circumstances and any changes to your plans that are 

needed (implementation of any changes may be chargeable and will be agreed in 
advance) 

 regular updates and information regarding your holdings 
 
Charging Structure 
 
Advice only - For those who only require advice 
 

Director: £150 per hour 

Financial Consultant £125 per hour 

 
The number of hours we work on your behalf will be detailed for you on completion of the 
work.  Upon receipt of an invoice, payment will be required from you within 28 days of 
receipt. 
 
 
Transactional proposition - Lump Sum Investments and Transfers 
 
This service offers both advice and transaction services. Our charge for this service is based 
on 3% of the amount you invest and/or transfer subject to no minimum. 
 
Example: if we arrange an investment on your behalf totalling £50,000 our fee would be 
£1500. 
 
This payment can either be taken from your investment upon receipt by the policy provider 
or paid directly by you. If this payment is being paid directly by you, we will issue an invoice 
within 7 days of your investment plan going live.  We must receive full payment of the 
invoice amount within 28 days of issue. 
 
Serviced proposition - Lump Sum Investments and Transfers 
 
This service is the full financial planning option providing advice, transactions and ongoing 
reviews. 
Our charge for this service is based on 3% of the amount you invest and/or transfer subject 
to a minimum of £500. 
 
This payment can either be taken from your investment upon receipt by the policy provider 
or paid directly by you.  
 
Example 1: if we arrange an investment on your behalf totalling £20,000 our implementation 
fee would be £600. 
 
Example 2: if we arrange an investment on your behalf totalling £10,000 our implementation 
fee would be £300 as there is no minimum charge. 
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Serviced proposition – Ongoing fees 
 
Our charge is 0.75% per annum based on the value of your investment(s) at each 12 month 
anniversary and are paid pro-rata in arrears. Therefore, if the value of your investment(s) 
totalled £50,000 our yearly fees would be £375. The amount you pay will fluctuate with the 
value of your investment; if your investment increases in value the amount you pay us will 
also increase and if your investment falls in value the amount you pay us will reduce. 
Subject to a minimum of £500.. 
 
The charges listed above can be deducted from your investments or paid directly by you. 
You should note that when paid through the investments it may reduce your personal tax 
thresholds and/or exemption levels. Where this happens we will discuss it with you and 
confirm it in your personal recommendation report. 
 
Should you decide to cancel our agreement to provide on-going services you must provide 
written confirmation of your decision and we will cease payments for these services within 
21 business days and after collection of any due proportion of any period charges. 
 
Serviced and Transactional Arrangements - Regular Premium Savings or Investments 
 
Our charge for implementing a regular premium savings or investment plan is up to 50% of 
the first year’s premium, subject to a minimum of £500. You can pay this under either of the 
two options listed below: 
 
Option 1 
You can pay this directly on commencement of the policy. If this payment is being paid 
directly by you, we will issue an invoice within 7 days of your investment plan going live.  We 
must receive full payment of the invoice amount within 28 days of issue  
 
Option 2  
You can pay the implementation fee through your policy. The payment will be deducted 
quarterly during the first year. For example, if you invest £100pm, we will deduct £150 from 
each quarterly contribution until paid in full. 
 
Should you cease to pay premiums during the first 12 months you will be responsible for the 
balance of any fee which remains unpaid.  In these circumstances we will issue an invoice 
and we must receive full payment of the invoice amount within 28 days. 
 
Fixed Fee 
 
In some instances we are able to quote a fixed fee for a specific project. Please ask us for 
more information. 
 
You may also ask us not to exceed a given amount without checking with you first. It is the 
policy of Julian Harris Financial Consultants to ask clients to sign a fee agreement prior to 
undertaking any chargeable work; this is to avoid any confusion at a later date.  
 
 
Cancellation rights  
 
In most cases you can exercise a right to cancel by withdrawing from the contract. In general 
terms you will normally have a 30 day cancellation period for a life, pure protection, payment 
protection or pension policy and a 14 day cancellation period for all other policies. 
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For pure protection policies the start of the cancellation period will normally begin when you 
are informed that the contract has been concluded or, if later, when you have received the 
contractual terms and conditions. In other cases, the cancellation period will begin on the 
day the contract is concluded or, if later, the day on which you receive the contractual terms 
and conditions. Instructions for exercising the right to cancel, if applicable, will be contained 
in the relevant product disclosure information which will be issued to you. 
 
If you cancel a single premium contract, you may be required to pay for any loss you might 
reasonably incur in cancelling it which is caused by market movements. This means that, in 
certain circumstances, you might not get back the full amount you invested if you cancel the 
policy. 
 
Where we have agreed an initial fee for our advice that fee is still due where a product is 
either not implemented or not retained beyond the cancellation period. 
 

Insurance 

 
A fee. The exact amount will be agreed in writing before we begin any 
work. 

 

No fee for advising and / or arranging Term Assurance, Mortgage 
Protection Assurance, Critical Illness Insurance, Private Medical 
Insurance, Permanent Health Insurance, Buildings and/or Contents 
Insurance, Accident, Sickness and Unemployment Insurance. We will 
be paid commission based on the premium for any policy arranged. 

You will receive a quotation which will tell you about any other fees relating to any 
particular insurance policy. 

Mortgages 

 
A fee. The exact amount will be agreed in writing before we begin any 
work. 

 No fee. 

 

If the procuration fee associated with any mortgage application 

submitted is below £200, we reserve the right to charge you a fee of 

£200 per application. This includes applications that are 

rejected/declined by the lender for any reason, or where you have 

elected not to proceed. 

You will receive a key facts illustration when considering a particular mortgage which will 
tell you about any fees relating to it. Arranging a mortgage or other home finance 
product for you may involve arrangement, booking, and valuation fees and the 
payment of commission (procuration fee) to the company by the relevant 
lender/product provider. 
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Refund of fees - If we charge you a fee, and your mortgage does not go ahead, you will 
receive: 

 A full refund if the lender rejects your application. 

 A refund of £200 if your application falls through. 

 No refund if you decide not to proceed. 

 
 
5. Who regulates us? 
 
Absolute Finance Limited is an appointed representative of Julian Harris Financial 
Consultants, Julian Harris House, Musgrove, Ashford, Kent TN23 7UN, which is authorised 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Our FCA Register number is 153566. Our 
permitted business is advising and arranging Mortgages, Non-investment insurance 
contracts, investments and pensions. You can check this on the FCA’s Register by visiting 
the FCA’s website www.fca.org.uk or by contacting the FCA on 0845 606 1234 
 
 
6. What to do if you have a complaint 
 
If you wish to register a complaint, please contact us: 
 
In writing:  Write to The Compliance Officer, Julian Harris House, Musgrove, Ashford, 

Kent TN23 7UN. 
 
By phone:  Telephone 01233 661960. 
 
If you cannot settle your complaint with us, you may be entitled to refer it to the Financial 
Ombudsman Service. 
 
 
7.  Are we covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS)?  
 
We are covered by the FSCS. You may be entitled to compensation from the scheme if we 
cannot meet our obligations. This depends on the type of business and the circumstances of 
the claim. 
 
Investment 
Most types of investment business are covered for £85,000. 
 
Insurance 
Protection is at 100% where claims: 
 
1. Arise in respect of a liability subject to compulsory insurance; or 
2. Arise from the death or incapacity of the policyholder due to injury, sickness, or 

infirmity. 
 
Protection is at 90% where claims arise under other types of policy with no upper limit. 
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Mortgages 
Mortgage advising and arranging is covered for up to a maximum of £85,000. 
 
Further information about compensation scheme arrangements is available from the FSCS 
www.fscs.org.uk. 
 
 
8.  Documentation and Information 
 
We will forward to you all documents concerning the matters they have arranged for you as 
soon as practicable after they receive them. Where a number of documents relating to a 
series of transactions is involved, we will normally hold each document until the series is 
complete, then forward them to you. 
 
We may, in appropriate circumstances, place your mortgage related insurance business 
through another authorised broker, arrange for you to deal directly with the relevant insurer, 
or make special arrangements with a particular insurer concerning the issue of policies or 
the handling of claims. In such circumstances, we will advise you accordingly. 
 
The Company will also provide You with information relevant to Your mortgage/home 
finance/insurance needs, covering such items as an explanation of the main repayment 
methods and the implications of taking out a mortgage. All advice given and 
recommendations made, including the underlying reasoning will be confirmed to You in a 
Suitability Report. 
 
It should be noted that it is your duty to report all information that could be considered a 
material fact in relation to the insurance contract you have proposed. In addition, you should 
read carefully the policy wording (once received) and familiarise yourself with any further 
requirements to inform the insurer about a fact that might have an effect on the policy in the 
future. Failure to disclosure such material facts may render the insurance invalid and will 
therefore not provide the cover you expect. 
 
 
9. Conflicting Interests 
 
The company offers impartial advice but occasions can arise when it, or one of its 
Advisers/Appointed Representatives or another client, will have some form of interest in 
business, which we are transacting for you. If this happens, or the company becomes aware 
that its interests or those of one of its Advisers/Appointed Representatives or other clients, 
conflict with your interests and we are unable to prevent this conflict, we will inform you in 
writing and will obtain your consent before carrying out your instructions. 
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Fee Agreement 
 
 
Following the discussions regarding your Financial Planning needs, Julian Harris Financial 
Consultants is to provide the following services. In return, you agree to pay the costs & fees 
specified below. 
 
Please confirm the level of service you will require: 
 
 

 
I have chosen for the firm to be remunerated by: 
 

Payment directly to us  

Payment deduction from your investment  

Combination of the two above. An initial invoiced fee for the advice & 
implementation, followed by a deduction from your investment for the 
payment of the ongoing service. 

 

 
I confirm that the remuneration will be: 
 

 Amount (£/%) 

Hourly rate  

Percentage of amount invested (transactional)  

Percentage of amount invested (ongoing per annum)  

Fixed fee  

 
Trail Commissions (Historic)  
 
Prior to the changes introduced on 31st December 2012, the Firm could receive a nominal 
ongoing commission from a product provider. This ‘trail’ commission was generally 0.5% of 
the fund value and was used to help cover the on-going costs of providing valuations where 
requested, general administration and responding to queries etc. From 31st December 2012 
the product providers are no longer able to pay this on new contracts. However, existing 
contracts may continue to pay ‘trail’ commission. During our discussions and research of the 
products we will consider such payments and advise whether this is payable and if so what 
ongoing service could be provided. 
 
 

Advice Only  

Transactional  

Serviced  
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Evidence of Identity 
 
The Company may prior to acting on your behalf require production of adequate evidence of 
your identity/residence.  You hereby agree to provide such evidence on request or for us to 
obtain this via electronic means. 
 
 
Acceptance of Our Terms 
 
The authority to act on your behalf may be terminated at any time without penalty by either 
party giving seven days notice in writing to that effect to the other, but without prejudice to 
the completion of transactions already initiated.  Any transactions effected before termination 
and a due proportion of any period charges for services shall be settled to that date. 
 
Julian Harris Financial Consultants does not handle clients’ money. We never handle cash 
or accept a cheque made out to us, unless the cheque is in settlement of charges or 
disbursements for which we have sent you an invoice. 
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Absolute Finance Limited Privacy Notice 
 
Your Personal and Sensitive Personal Data – what is it?  
 
Personal Data relates to a living individual who can be identified from that data; Sensitive 
Personal Data covers specific information such as health details, origins and opinions. 
Identification can be by the information alone or in conjunction with any other information in 
the Data Controller’s possession or likely to come into such possession. The processing of 
Personal Data is governed by the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 (the 
“GDPR”). 
 
Who are we?  

Ramesh Thakrar – Data Controller for Absolute Finance Limited – 07961 317 113 

Vince Harvey – Data Controller for Julian Harris Financial Consultants – 07890 311 875 

This means they decide how your Personal Data is processed and for what purposes.  
 
How do we process your Personal Data?  
 
We comply with our obligations under the GDPR by keeping Personal and Sensitive Data up 
to date; Sensitive Personal Data covers specific information such as health details, origins 
and opinions by storing and destroying it securely; by not collecting or retaining excessive 
amounts of data; by protecting Personal Data from loss, misuse, unauthorised access and 
disclosure and by ensuring that appropriate technical measures are in place to protect your 
data.  
 
We use your Personal and Sensitive Data for the following purposes: 
 

1. To provide our advice and implementation service in respect of financial products, 
such as mortgages, life assurance, pensions and investments. 

2. To keep in contact with our clients about products and services which we believe 
may be of value to them 

 
What is the legal basis for processing your Personal Data?  
 
Article 6 Processing  
 

 Consent of the Data Subject; where we are marketing to the public. 
 

 Processing is necessary for the performance of a contract with the Data Subject or to 
take steps to enter into a contract; where we have been engaged to provide financial 
services.  

 
Article 9 Processing  
 

 Explicit consent of the Data Subject; where we wish to tell people about events, 
news, services 

 
 Processing is necessary for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims or 

where courts are acting in their judicial capacity; 
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Sharing your Personal Data  
 
Your Personal and Sensitive Data will be treated as strictly confidential and will be shared 
only with Julian Harris Networks and providers of financial service products, third-party data 
storage providers and legal or regulatory authorities if obliged to do so.  
 
We keep your Personal and Sensitive Data for no longer than reasonably necessary and we 
only retain your data for servicing the financial services provided where agreed and in case 
of any legal claims and for regulatory purposes.  
 
Your rights and your Personal Data  
 
Unless subject to an exemption under the GDPR, you have the following rights with respect 
to your Personal Data: 
 

 The right to request a copy of your Personal and Sensitive Data which we hold 
about you;  

 The right to request that we correct any Personal or Sensitive Data if it is found to 
be inaccurate or out of date;  

 The right to request your Personal and Sensitive Data is erased where it is no 
longer necessary for us to retain such data;  

 The right to withdraw your consent to the processing at any time;  
 The right to request that the Data Controller provide the Data Subject with his/her 

Personal Data and where possible, to transmit that data directly to another Data 
Controller;   

 The right, where there is a dispute in relation to the accuracy or processing of 
your Personal Data, to request a restriction is placed on further processing;  

 The right to object to the processing of Personal Data; 
 The right to lodge a complaint with the Information Commissioners Office.  

 
 
Further processing  
 
If we wish to use your Personal and Sensitive Data for a new purpose, not covered by this 
Data Protection Notice, then we will provide you with a new notice explaining this new use 
prior to commencing the processing and setting out the relevant purposes and processing 
conditions. Where and whenever necessary, we will seek your prior consent to the new 
processing. 
 
 
Cybercrime Warning 
 
Please be aware that there is a significant risk posed by cyber fraud, specifically affecting 
emails enclosing bank account details. If you receive an email from Absolute Finance 
Limited requesting or providing bank details, please contact your Adviser immediately for 
clarification. All payment requests should be verbally validated. 
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Contact Details  
Ramesh Thakrar – Data Controller for Absolute Finance Limited – 07961 317 113 
 

Vince Harvey – Data Controller for Julian Harris Financial Consultants – 07890 311 875 
 

You can contact the Information Commissioners Office on 0303 123 1113 or via email 
https://ico.org.uk/global/contact-us/email/ or at the Information Commissioner's Office, 
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire. SK9 5AF.  
 
 
Consent  
 
This is our standard client agreement upon which we intend to rely. Before we 
commence any chargeable work on your behalf, we ask that you read the above terms 
and return a signed copy to us. For your own benefit and protection, it is important 
that you read these terms carefully and understand them before signing.  If you do 
not understand any point please ask for further information. 
 
 
By signing this form you are also confirming that you have read this Data Protection Notice 
and that you are consenting to Ramesh Thakrar holding and processing your Personal Data 
for the following purposes (please tick the boxes where you are happy to grant consent): 
 

Name:  

Address:  

Telephone:  

Email address:  

 

 To keep you informed about news, events, activities and services; 

 To contact you with surveys about current events;  

 Send you offers of other products and services that we offer. 

I consent to be contacted by: 

 Email  

 Text  

 Post  

 Phone   

You can grant consent to all the purposes; one of the purposes or none of the purposes. 
Where you do not grant consent, we will not be able to use your Personal Data for marketing 
purposes but may process the data in certain limited situations, such as where required to 
do so by law or to protect members of the public from serious harm.  
 
If you do grant consent, please note you can withdraw your consent to all or any one of the 
above purposes at any time by contacting the Data Controller. Please note that any new 
processing of your Personal Data will cease once you have withdrawn consent but this will 
not affect any Personal Data that has already been processed prior to this point nor our legal 
or regulatory responsibilities. 
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Client Signature 1: 

  
 
 
Date: 

 

 
 
 
Print Name:   

   

 
 
 
Client Signature 2: 

 

Date: 

 

 
 
 
Print Name: 

   

 
NOTE: 
Should both clients NOT have different preference, please print previous page, tick 
appropriate boxes; and sign as the first client (and date). 
 


